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Overview

• Mostly editorial updates, received some reviews of text and integrated fixes

• Some clarification on compact form to follow sipcore-callinfo-rct

• Added P-Asserted-Identity as an alternative source of “nam”

• Fixed array brackets in examples for “dest” claim

• Clarified that for “jcl” jcard URIs “The web server MUST use the MIME media type for JSON text as application/json with a default encoding of UTF-8. [RFC4627].”

• From our perspective getting pretty mature, we have a corresponding document in IPNNI that we are getting closer to letter ballot
Starting to get some implementation/interop of RCD

Question: if RCD info only has “nam” and “call-reason” and no jcard, what should the URL of the call-info header be?

Should “call-reason” also require “cid” style link into body for the call-reason string, or should we find other alternative?
Next steps?

- rcd is still looking good, need little more work on call-info document, but likely going to try to fast track that, so more review is requested.